SUPERSTAND HLT
Pediatric Standing System
2014 Order Form / Price List
Effective 3-31-2014

Complete Positioning

Easy Loading

Portability
**SUPERSTAND HLT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client:</th>
<th>Age:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Height:_____ Weight:_____ Dx:_____

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________

City, St, Zip:________________________ Phone:_______________________

Facility:__________________ Phone:_______________________

**Standard Features include:** Horizontal high-loading surface; Prone, Vertical, Supine or Multi-Position configurable; hip and chest pads; hands free standing angle adjustments; height and depth adj knee system; lock out block and 3” locking casters.

**Specifications subject to change without notice.**

---

**Superstand HLT EI**

- **Client Height:** Supine 20" - 38" Prone 22" - 40"
- **Base:** 19" wide x 28" long, Loading Height 27"  
  - Client weight limit 65 pounds

**Superstand HLT Size 1**

- **Client Height:** Supine 28" - 48" Prone 30" - 50"  
  - Base: 21" wide x 37 3/4" long, Loading Height 28"  
  - Client weight limit 125 pounds

**Superstand HLT Size 2**

- **Client Height:** Supine 40" - 60" Prone 40" - 62"  
  - Base: 25" wide x 45" long, Loading Height 29"  
  - Client weight limit 150 pounds

---

**Folding Base**

- Includes quick release folding base, mast mounting hardware, gas cylinder and 4 plastic locking casters.

**Base Size**:

- □ EI $ 795.00
- □ Size 1 $ 995.00
- □ Size 2 $ 1,195.00

**Unit Configuration / Setup**:

- □ Supine
- □ Prone
- □ Multi-Position
- □ Custom

**Color**:

- □ Candy Red
- □ Candy Blue
- □ Candy Purple
- □ Neon Orange
- □ Neon Pink
- □ Shocker Green
- □ Black

---

**Mast**

- □ EI Mast: EI Mast Assembly fits 20" - 38" client, includes chest and hip support pad knee supports and solid foot platform..........................$ 1,295.00

- □ Size One Mast: Assembly fits 28" - 48" client, includes chest and hip support pad knee supports and solid foot platform..........................$ 1,495.00

- □ Size Two Mast: Assembly fits 40" - 60" client, includes chest and hip support pad knee supports and solid foot platform..........................$ 1,795.00

**Note:** EI Mast fits in all bases, Size One Mast fits in Size one and Size Two base, Size Two mast fits in Size Two base only.

---

**Upholstery Color**:

- □ Black Vinyl
- □ Blue Vinyl
- □ Black
- □ Red Vinyl
- □ Custom

---

**Lateral Positioning Supports**

- □ Lateral Chest Supports EI: 3 1/2' deep by 3' high.................................$ 155.00

- □ Lateral Chest Supports Size 1: 4 1/2’ deep by 4’ high.................................$ 175.00

- □ Lateral Chest Supports Size 2: 4 1/2’ deep by 6’ high.................................$ 195.00

- □ Lateral Hip Supports EI: 3 1/2’ deep by 3’ high.................................$ 155.00

- □ Lateral Hip Supports Size 1: 4 1/2’ deep by 5 1/2’ high.................................$ 175.00

- □ Lateral Hip Supports Size 2: 4 1/2’ deep by 6 1/2’ high.................................$ 195.00

---

**Sliding Adj. Tracks on Size 1 Non-Contoured Chest pad or on Size 2 Standard Chest pad***

- □ Sliding Adj. Tracks on Hip pad***: Sliding tracks supply maximum adj. for lateral pads for height and angle.................................$ 165.00

**Note:** Sliding adjustment tracks not available on EI Unit.

---

**Chest Pad lateral mounting brackets**:

- □ 90° Standard
- □ 1” Offset
- □ 2” Offset

**Hip Pad lateral mounting brackets**:

- □ 90° Standard
- □ 1” Offset
- □ 2” Offset

---

**Straps and Supports**

- □ Chest Belt: □ EI □ Size 1 □ Size 2 Black nylon velcro chest belt.................................$ 65.00

- □ Padded Chest Belt: □ EI □ Size 1 □ Size 2 Black nylon chest belt with pad.................................$ 119.00

- □ Body Support Vest: □ EI □ Size 1 □ Size 2 Quick release vest for upper body support.................................$ 199.00

- □ Soft Hip Support: □ EI □ Size 1 □ Size 2 Soft strap for hip support while in Prone.................................$ 169.00

- □ Single Patient Use Body Support Vest □ EI size only: Unlined light duty washable vest (denim only).................................$ 129.00

- □ Single Patient Use Soft Hip Support □ EI size only: Unlined light duty washable prone hip support strap (denim only).................................$ 99.00

**Harness Colors**:

- □ Black Denim
- □ Blue Denim
- □ Black Vinyl
- □ Blue Vinyl
- □ Red Vinyl
- □ Customer supplied
- □ Custom

---

**Head Support**

- □ Headrest: Height and depth adjustable padded headrest (includes 1/2 Square Tube Mount).................................$ 265.00

- □ 1/2” Square Tube Mount: Height and depth adjustable mount for any headrests that uses a 1/2” horizontal mounting bar.................................$ 119.00

- □ 1/2” Flip Back Mount: Flip back mounting hardware for the 1/2” headrest (hardware only).................................$ 319.00

- □ 1/2” Square Tube Flip Back Mount: Flip back mount for any headrest using a 1/2” horizontal mounting bar.................................$ 219.00

- □ Chinrest: Height adjustable chin support.................................$ 119.00

---
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**Lower Extremity Positioning**

- **Independent Footplates**: Individually height adjustable footplates with heel loops................................. $229.00
- **Multi-Position Foot System**: Individually adj. for planter-flexion, dorsi-flexion, rotation, height, with heel loops and foot straps................................. $429.00
- **Size-Adjustable Knee Pads (pair)**: Allows knee pad width adjustment from 2 1/2" - 4 1/2" in width (not available in EI)................................. $329.00
- **D-Ring Footstraps**: 1" Velcro D-Ring straps................................................................................................. $65.00
- **Shoe Holders (pair)**: Formed ABS shoe holders with ankle and toe straps................................................................. $189.00
  - Size: □ Sm (6" long x 4 1/4" wide) □ Med (8" long x 4 7/8" wide) □ Lrg (10 1/2" long x 6" wide)
- **Height Adjustable Pommel**: Assists in maintaining lower extremity position................................................................. $219.00
- **Pommel W/ Rigid Hip Pad**: Height adjustable pommel with height and depth adjustable rigid hip pad................................. $395.00
- **ABduction Leg System**: Includes rotating knees and fully adjustable shoe holders................................. $449.00
- **ABduction Leg System with Pommel**: Includes rotating knees, fully adj shoe holders and pommell with rigid pad................................. $599.00

**Trays**

- **Opaque Upper Extremity Positioning Tray**: Multi-Positional tray with height, depth and angle adjustment................................. $479.00
- **Clear Upper Extremity Positioning Tray**: Multi-Positional tray with height, depth and angle adjustment................................. $589.00
- **Tray Options**: □ Opaque overlay.... $159.00 □ Clear overlay.... $159.00 □ Tray Easel.... $239.00 □ Edging.... $95.00
- **Activity Bowl**: Tray cut-out with 7" bowl (clear tray only)....................................................................................... Add $165.00
- **Padded Covers**: □ Full size removable padded cover..... $195.00 □ Wrap around non removable elbow padding..... $195.00

**Casters**

- **Steel Caster Upgrade**: High performance easy rolling steel casters that lock for both swivel and roll................................. $175.00

**Standard Superstand HLT Support Pad Specifications:**

| E1: Chest Pad: 8 1/2" W x 7" H - Chest Laterals: 3 1/2" D x 3" H - Hip Pad: 8 1/2" W x 5" H - Hip Laterals: 3 1/2" D x 5" H - Knee Pads: 2 W x 3" H
| Size 1: Chest Pad: 10" W x 8 1/2" H - Chest Laterals: 4 1/2" D x 4" H - Hip Pad: 10" W x 8" H - Hip Laterals: 4 1/2" D x 5 1/2" H - Knee Pads: 4" W x 3 1/2" H
| Size 2: Chest Pad: 12 1/2" W x 15" H - Chest Laterals: 4 1/2" D x 6" H - Hip Pad: 12 1/2" W x 9" H - Hip Laterals: 4 1/2" D x 6 1/2" H - Knee Pads: 4 1/4" W x 5 H

**Custom Configurations**: We are proud of our proven commitment to serving the needs of our customers with the finest standing products available since 1984. We encourage you to call us when you need something special for your client. Supply the information in the following area's to us know your needs and we will assist in every way that we can.

**Client Measurements**: We are proud of our proven commitment to serving the needs of our customers with the finest standing products available since 1984. We encourage you to call us when you need something special for your client. Supply the information in the following area's to us know your needs and we will assist in every way that we can.

**Client Measurements**:


**Custom Pads**: Use this area for custom-sized pads on your Superstand HLT. All custom pads must be quoted for price and manufacturing time.

| Chest Pad: ___" Wide x ___" High | Standard Shape Pad with Top Contour | Custom Shape, describe below | Chest Laterals ___" Wide x ___" High |
| Hip Pad: ___" Wide x ___" High | Standard Shape Pad | Custom Shape, describe below | Hip Laterals ___" Wide x ___" High |

**Custom Tray Surface**: ___" Wide X ___" Deep  Standard Tray is 22 1/2"w x 19"d for size one and 28"w x 24"d for size two.

Include any information for any tray cutouts or modifications desired in this area or submit a paper or cardboard template. Other information may be added in the area below.

**Special Requests / Additional Information**: 

---
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SUPERSTAND HLT MPS Pre Configured Packages***

**Multi-Position All-In-One Standing System**
Pre-configured units.

These Fully Configured Units supply all of the components needed for a complete standing program with many clients with the ease of a single order item with minor modifications available.

These units include: High-loading platform ht; Folding base and components to support Prone, Vertical, Supine or Multi-Position configurations. Packages include: Hip pad with laterals, Chest pad with laterals, Support vest; Soft hip pad; Headrest; Chinrest; Multi-Position foot system; Opaque tray; Hands free standing angle adjustments; Height and depth adjustable knee pads; Lock out block and Upgraded steel locking casters. This packaged system can be accessorized and quoted to fit your client's needs with the items listed on this page.

- **Superstand HLT EI** $4,399.00
  - Client Height: Supine 20”-38” Prone 22”-40”
  - Base: 19” wide x 28” long. Loading Height 27”
  - Client weight limit 65 pounds

- **Superstand HLT Size 1** $4,595.00
  - Client Height: Supine 28”-48” Prone 30”-50”
  - Base: 21” wide x 37 3/4” long. Loading Height 28”
  - Client weight limit 125 pounds

- **Superstand HLT Size 2** $5,195.00
  - Client Height: Supine 40”-60” Prone 40”-62”
  - Base: 25” wide x 45” long. Loading Height 29”
  - Client weight limit 150 pounds

***Note, Superstand HLT packages are meant to be a complete system package, configurable items are listed on this page only. Superstand HLT packages are not available for Custom Configuration. When more configurations or custom items are needed use the Build To Suit section of this order form.

Package specifications subject to change without notice.

**Upholstery Color**
- Candy Red
- Candy Blue
- Candy Purple
- Neon Orange
- Neon Pink
- Shockers Green
- Black

**Frame Color**
- Red
- Blue
- Black

**Harness Color**
- Black Denim
- Blue Denim
- Black Vinyl
- Blue Vinyl

**Lateral Support Positioning Options for pre-configured packages.** Lateral Chest and Hip Supports are included in pre-configured packages.

- Sliding Adj. Tracks on Size 1 Non-Contoured Chest pad or on Size 2 Standard Chest pad: $165.00
- Sliding Adj. Tracks on Hip pad: Sliding tracks supply maximum adj. for hip lateral pads for height and angle $165.00

**Chest Pad lateral mounting brackets:**
- 90° Standard
- 1° Offset
- 2° Offset

**Hip Pad lateral mounting brackets:**
- 90° Lateral Support Width Adjustment range
- 9°-6°-10° - 1° offset 4°-8" - 2° offset 3°-6"

- Size 1 Lateral Support Width Adjustment range
- 9°-8°-12° - 1° offset 6°-10° - 2° offset 4°-8"

- Size 2 Lateral Support Width Adjustment range
- 9°-10°-14° - 1° offset 9°-12° - 2° offset 6°-11"

**Straps and Support Options for pre-configured units:** Support vest and a soft hip strap are already included in pre-configured packages.

- Chest Belt: Black nylon velcro chest belt: $65.00
- Padded Chest Belt: Black nylon chest belt with pad: $119.00
- Single Patient Use Body Support Vest EI size only: Unlined light duty washable vest (denim only): $45.00
- Single Patient Use Soft Hip Support EI size only: Unlined light duty washable prone hip support strap (denim only): $35.00

**Head Support Options for pre-configured units:** Pre-configured packages include a standard headrest and a chinrest, EI unit does not include a chinrest.

- 1/2” Square Tube Mount only: *Omits the std headrest, ht and depth adj. mount for any 1/2” tube mounting bar:* $75.00
- 1/2” Flip Back Mount: Flip back mounting hardware for the 1/2” headrest (hardware only) *Omits the standard headrest:* $259.00
- 1/2” Square Tube Flip Back Mount: Flip back mount for any 1/2” horizontal bar *Omits the std. Headrest:* $189.00

**Lower Extremity Positioning Options for pre-configured units:**

- Size-Adjustable Knee Pads (pair): Allows knee pad width adj. from 2 1/2” - 4 1/2” in width (not available in EI): $329.00
- D-Ring Footstraps: 1” Velcro D-Ring straps: $65.00
- Shoe Holders (pair): Formed ABS shoe holders with ankle and toe straps: $189.00
- Size:  S, M (6” long x 4 1/4” wide)  Med (8” long x 4 7/8” wide)  Lrg (10 1/2” long x 6” wide)
- Height Adjustable Pommel: Assists in maintaining lower extremity position: $219.00
- Pommel W/ Rigid Hip Pad: Height adjustable pommel with height and depth adjustable rigid hip pad: $395.00
- ABDuction Leg System: Includes rotating knees and fully adjustable shoe holders: $449.00
- ABDuction Leg System with Pommel: Includes rotating knees, fully adj shoe holders and pommell with rigid pad: $599.00

**Tray Options for pre-configured units:**

- Opaque Upper Extremity Positioning Tray: Multi-Positional tray with height, depth and angle adjustment: Included
- Clear Upper Extremity Positioning Tray Upgrade: Changes tray top from opaque to clear acrylic tray top: $129.00
- Tray Options: Opaque overlay: $159.00
- Clear overlay: $159.00
- Tray Easel: $239.00
- Edging: $95.00
- Activity Bowl: Tray cut-out with 7” bowl added to center of tray: Add $165.00
- Padded Covers: Full size removable padded cover: $195.00
- Wrap around non removable elbow padding: $195.00

**Systems pictured above include optional clear tray top.**

**Price List**

- **Superstand HLT MPS Pre Configured Packages***
  - $4,399.00
  - $4,595.00
  - $5,195.00

**Client weight limits:**
- **Superstand HLT MPS Pre Configured Packages***
  - EI Unit: 65 pounds
  - Size 1: 125 pounds
  - Size 2: 150 pounds

**Additional Information**

- Systems pictured above include optional clear tray top.
- Note: Sliding adjustment tracks not available on EI Unit.
- Size-Adjustable Knee Pads (pair): Allows knee pad width adj. from 2 1/2” - 4 1/2” in width (not available in EI).
- D-Ring Footstraps: 1” Velcro D-Ring straps.
- Shoe Holders (pair): Formed ABS shoe holders with ankle and toe straps.
- Size:  S, M (6” long x 4 1/4” wide)  Med (8” long x 4 7/8” wide)  Lrg (10 1/2” long x 6” wide)
- Height Adjustable Pommel: Assists in maintaining lower extremity position.
- Pommel W/ Rigid Hip Pad: Height adjustable pommel with height and depth adjustable rigid hip pad.
- ABDuction Leg System: Includes rotating knees and fully adjustable shoe holders.
- ABDuction Leg System with Pommel: Includes rotating knees, fully adj shoe holders and pommell with rigid pad.

**Contact Information**

PRIME ENGINEERING
A Division of Axiom Industries Inc.
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